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About This Game

Have you ever faced your fears? Now you can in Final Rest. This is an experience that tests your fears, while you are
undergoing surgery and you wake up in a nightmare. You will experience the story of the butcher, who used to roam the halls of

the asylum, now turned hospital and experience what he has done to his victims first hand.

Final Rest

is a short non-interactive horror experience (approximately 4 minutes) that is intended to be given at a party using props. It
allows a party host to scare the guest, while they are facing some of the many phobias people have like: rats, spiders, fierce dogs,
hypodermic needles, blood, claustrophobia and even death itself. This experience was created with the idea of using props like a
feather duster, can of compressed air, spray bottle of water and other items to give the guest an unexpected surprise while they

are taken to their Final Rest.

To win prizes upload your videos of your victims being frightened on social media using hashtag #FinalRestVR or reply to the
trailer on Youtube and we will be choosing the winners bi-weekly and promoting your video on our social media sites.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5gu73F5344
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Title: Final Rest
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Slipgate Studios
Publisher:
Slipgate Studios
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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My least favorite in the series. It has cards but no achievements. Powerups are too OP if you have the cash for them, which you
usually do, so the game can be easily breezed through. However, it's not a bad game on sale, but for full price I personally do not
recommend it.. I was kinda hoping to see a silly looking raidspec McLaren F1 but they just decided to stick it in this bundle for
some reason. It only has a Perf spec.

Got this via the season pass, wouldn't particularly recommend this DLC unless you really want one of the three cars.. this games
grate very realistic if ur into your zombies then this games for you. Pros -------------
- Good to make fun of

Cons ------------
- Awful music loops every 10 seconds
- Terrible sound effects will make your ears bleed
- Very little animations, what little there is, is awful
- Platforming is terrible (why would that even be a thing)
- No direction to where you need to go
- "Last level" is same as the first level
- You run out of ammo and have to run from enemies
- The game looks awful
- The text is rendered so bad, it looks like a 100p youtube video
- The game runs at around 15-20fps at ALL TIMES

Overall - If Santa's Big Adventure's was 3d
0\/10

Buy Recommendation - They should pay you to play this game.. This game is AMAZING in VR. Only played a little bit on my
Vive and it is a mini game type thing but the physics, colors, gameplay are all incredible. Really well made for VR as simple as
an idea it is, feels very complex and feels satisfying every time you hit another ball. Highly reccommend to anyone who just got
a headset as it is super cheap and super fun, better than some of the $20 games I've paid for so far.. Far too short for $5,
practically no story. It's a tech demo, not a "film". Very cool visuals though.

edit: refund offerered, totally recommended at the new price!. Don't buy this game, just don't do it.

It supposedly has some replayability through a reset style system. The problem is that once you've learned all the recipes (which
you will probably do in your first hour or two of play), then resetting simply becomes a case of rinse-and-repeat the exact same
production lines with no significant changes to either difficulty or objectives.

If you don't believe me, try it for yourself, then use the steam refund system and get your money back...... Not worth the
money...

The game is pretty and the animations are sweet but there is just a lack of content... the game has no
depth and even sandbox doesn't let you do much... especially because the islands are very small and the customisations are few.
The worst part and kind of game breaking is the dino AI... they just fight and kill constantly... without any reasoning behind it.
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It takes away all immersion you might have had... no hunger... no territorial fights... predators just go on a killing rampage for
no reason not even eating their victims... it sucks...
And even after patches the dinosaurs don't feel like they have a natural behaviour which is kind of the point of a game like that
and it was what made OG so great... I would still prefer OG over this game any day.. Not my style, but decent for what it does.
Give it a shot if you're looking for a diet game.
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There is a huge bug where you walk through walls if your going a bit fast, that on It's own absolutely kills this shooter, not even
mentioning the absence of a point system and horribly long time to kill.. I loved it very much. im a fan of the soundtrack, the
playstyle, the telaporting, it is alittle bit difficult but with some time i wass able to beat the game withought killing my second
run, i loved it, it was quite fun, i diddint really understand the helth and sanity machanics till my second play through but it was
quite enjoyable none the less, hope to see more!. I got this game for two bucks and I still feel ripped off.. Yesterday it
wouldn\u2019t even download because of a dev issue, they forgot to put the file in. It said download complete but it
didn\u2019t have anything to download. Now that I've played it it has unresponsive controls, it also clams to have full controller
support it doesn\u2019t. Sometimes you randomly switch back to fire for no reason and the hit boxes are just messed up. It's
NOT early accesses, if it is they should say that and not put it up till they spent a lot more time on it. There are better free flash
versions on those bad gaming sites that they pass off for little kids. I love the idea of switching back and forth between player
types, in fact I made a game that you do just that when I was about 15 for a class. I did it the night before it was due took two
hours with the free version of Game Maker. The art work is just the same block over and over again. And the sound it's just not
that good. But for two bucks, I did have fun writing this review. Don't buy.
. I am enjoying this game immensely, it's a 3 lane push type game with an intuitive interface and controls.. Excellent and
whimsical pathfinding puzzler. Also a rare case of a Greenlight project delivering exactly what they promised in a timely and
functional manner. Runs great on my Mint 7.2, low VRAM computer.. It's very awesome like WOW! 20\/10.. This Game made
my wife divorce me!
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